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The problem in this research is the learning process of *sigeh penguten* dance using demonstrations method in the extracurricular activity at senior high school 9 Bandar Lampung. This research aimed to describe the learning of *sigeh penguten* dance using demonstrations method in the extra-curricular activity at senior high school 9 bandar lampung. This research is a qualitative descriptive research. The source of data in this research is an art teacher and students grade ten in the extracurricular activity. The data collecting techniques which is used are observation, interview, documentary, and testing practices. The steps by steps to data analyis is the data reduction, data arrangement, and verification.

The process of learning dance using demonstrations method, students not only to see but also can supervise, listen, and feel the process of learning directly. Teacher show the movement *sigeh penguten* dancing, and then the students applied what we do, so that in process learning of *sigeh penguten* dancing, students and teacher active in realization of learning. The result of this research is learning of *sigeh penguten* dancing use demonstrations method in this school is enough with the average value 72.6. Assessment is given through four aspects of movement recitation, movement technic, accuracy and expression motion with accompaniment while dancing. Student activities in learning looking good if we see the antusiasm and responding of the students to learn and then grade in *visual activities* is enough, *listening activities* is enough, and *motor activities* is very good.